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Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) systems have been intro-
duced to large marine engines in order to reduce NOx for-
mation. Adequate modelling for control design is one of the
bottlenecks to design EGR control that also meets emission
requirements during transient loading conditions. This pa-
per therefore focus on deriving and validating a mean-value
model of a large two-stroke crosshead diesel engines with
EGR. The model introduces a number of amendments and
extensions to previous, complex models and shows in theory
and practice that a simplified nonlinear model captures all
essential dynamics that is needed for EGR control. Our ap-
proach is to isolate and reduce the gas composition part of
the more complex models using nonlinear model reduction
techniques. The result is a control-oriented model (COM) of
the oxygen fraction in the scavenge manifold with three mo-
lar flows being inputs to the COM, and it is shown how these
flows are estimated from signals that are commonly avail-
able. The COM is validated by first comparing the output
to a simulation of the full model, then by comparing with
measurement series from two engines. The control oriented
nonlinear model is shown to be able to replicate the behavior
of the scavenge oxygen fraction well over the entire envelope
of load and blower speed range that are relevant for EGR.
The simplicity of the new model makes it suitable for ob-
server and control design, which are essential steps to meet
the emission requirements for marine diesel engines that take
effect from 2016.

1 Introduction
Diesel engines have long been the preferred means of

propulsion power production on ocean-going vessels for rea-
sons of high fuel efficiency and reliability. Increased focus
on environmental protection have introduced concern regard-

ing the emissions of CO2, SOx and NOx from the marine
diesel engines. NOx emissions are subject to restriction in
the Tier III standard introduced by the International Mar-
itime Organization [1]. These regulations apply to vessels
built after 1st of January 2016 when operating in specified
NOx Emission Control Areas (NECA). Currently the North
American coastal area is such an NECA and the North Sea
and Baltic Sea are expected to become NECAs as well [2].
A reduction of 76% is required compared to the Tier II stan-
dard. Such reduction by a factor of four is difficult to obtain
and models are needed that could be used for design of robust
control and estimation schemes.

Formation of NOx in a diesel engine occurs during the
combustion process where high temperatures lead to reac-
tions between nitrogen and oxygen, known as the Zeldovich
mechanism [3]. Efforts to decrease the specific fuel oil con-
sumption (SFOC) have lead to increased peak combustion
temperatures and thus NOx. Therefore a trade-off between
SFOC and NOx formation must be made in a conventional
diesel engine. The severity of emission reduction specified
in the Tier III regulation however, makes it infeasible to sim-
ply shift this trade-off in favor of lower emissions. New
approaches are necessary in order to meet the challenge.
After-treatment systems such as Selective Catalytic Reduc-
tion (SCR) remove NOx from the exhaust gas but consume
supplied chemicals in the process. Several methods exist to
add water to the combustion process by e.g. emulsion into
the fuel or direct injection into the combustion chamber. This
circumvents the SFOC/NOx trade-off by changing the gas
composition of the combustion. Addition of water increases
the heat capacity and decreases the availability of oxygen,
resulting in lower peak temperatures while maintaining ac-
ceptable SFOC.

Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) has a similar effect on



heat capacity as water addition and decreases the oxygen
fraction of the combustion mix more significantly. The latter
affects flame formation and thus even lower peak tempera-
tures occur. A trade-off with SFOC still exists when using
EGR, but at much better terms. Choosing the right amount
of recirculated gas flow is critical to obtain the best compro-
mise. At excessively low scavenging oxygen levels the com-
bustion is incomplete and visible smoke is produced. This
effect is well known on turbocharged engines where turbo-
lag limits the possible loading rates. Careful control of the
exhaust gas recirculation is required if smoke is to be avoided
when load increasing occurs, e.g. during manoeuvring.

Engine designer MAN Diesel & Turbo has introduced
high pressure EGR technology to their large two-stroke
diesel engines. A simplified sketch of the gas flows in such
an engine is shown in Figure 1. Gas from the exhaust re-
ceiver is cleaned and cooled in the EGR Unit before being
pressurized by the EGR blower and mixed into the scavenge
flow before the scavenge receiver. The flow rate of recircu-
lated gas is controlled by varying blower speed ωeb or cut-out
valve opening αcov.
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Fig. 1. Overview of main gas flows and components of the engine
with exhaust gas recirculation and cylinder by-pass valve.

The correct amount of recirculated flow is implicitly de-
cided by calculating a number of operating points in which
the NOx emission is acceptable. These points are character-
ized by engine load and by the partial pressure of oxygen in
the scavenge receiver (Osr). Linear interpolation in load re-
sults in a scavenge oxygen set point for the EGR controller.
An example is shown in Figure 2. Engine load is a suffi-
cient characteristic of the operating region as engine load and
speed correlates due to the propeller curve.

The existing control strategy is fixed gain proportional-
integral feedback control, which has been applied to several
engine setups. During stationary running conditions the per-
formance is adequate but it suffers in engine loading tran-
sients. In such a transient the fuel flow to the cylinders is
adjusted by the governor. This affects the fraction of oxy-
gen in the recirculated flow and thus Osr. An opposite ef-
fect comes from the change in turbocharger speed and thus
fresh air flow, but this response is slower. These disturbances
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Fig. 2. An example of required scavenge oxygen fraction as a func-
tion of engine load. The linearly interpolated commissioning points
are specific to the engine.

are compensated by feedback control but the slow nature of
the system and difficulties in the measurement of Osr limits
the achievable performance [4]. As smoke formation must
be avoided it is necessary to restrict the engine loading rate
when running a fixed-gain EGR control. This is problematic
considering that the Emission Control Areas cover ports and
coastal areas where sufficient maneuvering capabilities are
required.

In order to deal with these challenges a research effort
was started that covers modeling and simulation of the air-
path of large two-stroke crosshead engines with EGR, analy-
sis of said models with respects to control properties and de-
sign of controllers based on the results. Where previous pa-
pers presented first principle simulation models, the present
paper simplifies earlier models to arrive at a control-oriented
model that only includes the most dominant effects of the
gas composition system. This paper shows, through analyti-
cal considerations, how a low order nonlinear model can ad-
equately describe the dominating effects. The efficacy of the
model is validated by simulation, on a diesel engine at a test
bed and at sea.

1.1 Literature
The popularity and wide-spread use of internal combus-

tion engines have facilitated a large amount of research and
published literature. An extensive treatment of engine pro-
cesses and modeling was published by Heywood [3]. More
recent material that also include more on control systems in-
clude Guzzella & Onder [5] and Eriksson & Nielsen [6]. Tur-
bocharging issues were treated in works by Watson & Jan-
ota [7] and more recently by Dixon [8] among others.

The large two-stroke crosshead engines, which are
treated in the present paper, are less common in literature.
Most relevant is the governor (engine speed controller) de-
sign that had some popularity at the end of the last cen-
tury [9–12]. This incited the development of more accurate
dynamic models of the engine speed behavior as function
of fuel pump index. Turbocharger dynamics turned out to
be an important part of these models. A discussion of var-
ious model types are found in [13]. Examples of these are
found in [14,15]. Introduction of NOx emission limits lead to
the use of variable geometry turbines (VGT) as in [16]. Ex-
tensive treatment of marine diesel engine control was given



in [17], that also discusses why it is challenging to provide
an accurate model for such an engine. More recent investi-
gations of large two-stroke marine diesel engine models are
found in [18–22].

Due to the relative novelty and scarcity of EGR systems
for large two-stroke crosshead engines only a few papers on
its control properties have been found. All of them stem from
the work published by Hansen et al in two papers about mod-
eling [23] and control [4], respectively. The work on model-
ing was further developed by Alegret et al in [24] where the
cylinder bypass valve (CBV) was introduced and estimation
of model parameters was changed. A different approach to
EGR control was published by the authors of the present pa-
per in [25] based on a simple control oriented model and a
nonlinear controller.

Literature on modeling and control of EGR systems is
much more abundant for four-stroke automotive engines.
Here the EGR system is usually accompanied by a variable-
geometry turbine for faster response in transients. This nat-
urally leads to a difficult optimisation problem with regards
to control design as seen in [26–31]. The mean value model
of such a system published in [32] was the inspiration of the
modeling work done by Hansen et al in [23]. The effect of
fuel composition on intake oxygen fraction of an automo-
tive engine with EGR was presented in [33] and an observer
design that was able to estimate said fuel composition was
presented in [34]. While the published literature on automo-
tive engines serve as inspiration to the work on large two-
strokes some significant differences do apply. The very lim-
ited engine test bed availability that makes extensive param-
eter mapping infeasible was discussed in [17]. Furthermore
the time constants of e.g. turbo-lag and gas mixing is slower,
the relationship between engine speed and torque is more
predictable due to the propeller curve and the heavy fuel oil
creates a hostile environment for the sensors.

1.2 Purpose
Mean value, filling and emptying models (MVEM) are

an obvious choice for simulation of the EGR system when
evaluating a controller design. It allows for modular model
development with first principle modeling available for most
component types. These models are accurate enough for
simulation of essential control properties [32]. Parameter es-
timation can be challenging if the sensor setup and datasets
are inadequate but it is possible ( [23, 24]).

A simple model that only represents the most dominant
behavior of the system is desirable for designing a simple and
effective controller. It is not intuitively obvious how to de-
sign a controller from the MVEM models due to their com-
plexity. SISO methods based on a linearized MVEM were
investigated in [4] where it was difficult to achieve both per-
formance and robustness. A simple control-oriented model
was briefly presented in [25]. The main contribution of the
present paper is a slightly different version of this model
along with a direct derivation from the MVEM and valida-
tion by comparison to simulation results from the MVEM
and a number of measurement series from two engines.

The starting point for this paper is an MVEM based on
the work presented in [24]. A brief analysis of the model
structure reveals that the gas composition part of the model
can be isolated. It is then simplified by removing non-
dominant dynamics. The result is a control-oriented model
(COM) of the scavenge receiver oxygen fraction which is
the essential parameter for the EGR controller. Three phys-
ical flows act as inputs to the model and it is shown how to
approximate these from available sensor signals.

1.3 Outline of this paper
A mean-value, filling and emptying model of the EGR

system is introduced in Section 2 along with a brief review
of the model structure. Section 3 presents an analytical
approach to reduce the complexity of the gas composition
model and how to estimate inputs to the simplified model
from commonly available signals. Section 4 compares the
reduced model to simulations of the MVEM and measure-
ment series from two engines, one running at a test bench,
another during actual operation at sea. Symbols and abbre-
viations are listed in Appendix A.

2 Mean-value engine model
This section presents a first principle model of the en-

gine air path. As the model is a continuation of previous
work some of the origins of the model is presented along
with reasons for the changes and additions in the present
version. The presentation of the model itself is divided into
subsections of the main components of the engine air path.
The oxygen sensor is discussed in a separate subsection. The
last subsection reviews couplings between the states of the
model.

The purpose of the MVEM is to model the behavior of
the oxygen fraction in the scavenge receiver. The main in-
puts of the model is engine load, EGR blower speed and the
opening angle of various valves in the engine airpath.

On the current engines the EGR system can only be
started when the engine is running at steady state. During
the EGR start-up procedure the blower speed and COV open-
ing are defined by a fixed sequence of a few minutes. After
this, the closed loop EGR controller is used. As the MVEM
is intended for control design and closed loop EGR control
only occurs with an up-and-running EGR system, the model
is initialized as a running system as well.

2.1 Origin
The engine considered is the two-stroke crosshead diesel

engine designated 4T50ME-X located in MDT’s Diesel Re-
search Center in Copenhagen. The most basic parameters of
the engine is provided in Table 1. The first effort to model
scavenge receiver oxygen behavior when the EGR system
is included was presented in [23]. This work was inspired
by [18] and [32]. The result was a filling and emptying model
with a mean value assumption for the flow through the cylin-
ders. Identifiability of unknown parameters proved difficult



due to system complexity, sensor setup and availability of
suitable datasets.

Table 1. Parameters of test engine

Number of cylinders 4 [−]

Bore 0.5 [m]

Stroke 2.2 [m]

Scavenge pressure at MCR 4.7 [bar]

Engine speed at MCR 123 [RPM]

Effective power at MCR 7.1 [MW]

Further work on this model was presented in [24]. The
most notable changes were the addition of the cylinder by-
pass valve, advanced calculation of temperature of the flow
from the cylinders and a new method of parameter estimation
that included a larger number of datasets.

2.2 Changes and additions
The full model used in the present paper is based on

[24]. Sections 2.3-2.8 describe the main points of this model,
including some changes that are listed and explained below:

1. Gas composition is modelled as a vector of molar frac-
tions instead of oxygen mass fraction only.

2. Gas flows are modelled as molar flows instead of mass
flow to support the gas composition model.

3. EGR string is split in separate flow components for EGR
blower and cut-out valve with a volume in between.

4. Recirculation valve is removed.

As the oxygen level in the scavenge receiver is measured
in molar fraction rather than mass fraction it is more conve-
nient to model molar fraction directly instead of converting.
To support this change the gas flows are modelled as molar
flows rather than mass flow. The change in gas flow mod-
elling allows for the use of the universal gas constant in the
flow component models and thus simplifies the parameters of
the model. Parameters of the flow components are based on
the result of the estimation carried out in [24]. An overview
of the engine air path and the flows included in the model is
provided in Figure 1. Models of the separate components are
presented in the following sections.

2.3 Volumes
A filling and emptying model represents the amount of

gas in a number of volumes between flow components as
states. Some models also represent gas temperature in these
volumes as state variables but in the present case these dy-
namics are neglected. This is referred to as an isothermal
volume model [6]. As is common practice the amount of gas
in a volume is expressed as a pressure state, by use of the
ideal gas law.

Large volumes result in slower filling and emptying dy-
namics than smaller volumes as more gas flow is needed to
change the pressure in the larger space. In a marine two-
stroke engine the scavenge and exhaust receivers are the
largest and thus most dominant in the frequency range of
EGR control. They are, however, fast compared to the dy-
namics of engine and turbocharger RPM and [18] argues that
they can be lumped together with the turbocharger speed dy-
namics for model simplification.

In the present model scavenge and exhaust receiver pres-
sures are modeled with the following differential equations

ṗsr =
RTsr

Vsr
(ṅic + ṅcov− ṅci) (1)

ṗer =
RTer

Ver
(ṅco− ṅeb + ṅcbv− ṅti) (2)

For model consistency it is most convenient to not connect
any flow components (valves, blowers etc) in series. There-
fore two small extra volumes are modeled solely to avoid
this. The first is before the CBV

ṗcbv =
RTcbv

Vcbv
(ṅcomp− ṅic− ṅcbv) (3)

The second is before the EGR cut-out valve (COV).

ṗcov =
RTcov

Vcov
(ṅeb− ṅcov) (4)

2.4 Turbocharger
Flows and efficiencies of the compressor and turbine are

calculated in the same manner as in [24], where super el-
lipses fitted to maps from the manufacturer are used for inter-
and extrapolation. Parameters for the ellipses from [24] are
adjusted in order to get molar rather than mass flow.

As compressor and turbine efficiencies are defined as the
ratio between actual power transfer and that of an ideal adia-
batic process, they facilitate calculation of temperature after
the compressor as well as power transfers Pturb and Pcomp to
and from the rotating part of the turbocharger [6]. Pturb and
Pcomp are used in the dynamic equation of the shaft speed
ωtc. Note that the mechanical efficiency is included in the
turbine efficiency.

ω̇tc =
Pturb−Pcomp

Jtcωtc
(5)

The cylinder by-pass enters the exhaust receiver very near
the turbine and the by-pass air passes directly through there
without mixing into the exhaust receiver gas (see Figure 3).
Therefore Ter is set to equal the cylinder flow temperature



only, instead of a mix of Tco and Tcbv. Turbine inlet temper-
ature Tti is, however, an average of Ter and Tcbv weighted by
the respective flows and heat capacities. The part of the tur-
bine flow that stems from the exhaust receiver (and not the
by-pass) is found as ṅco− ṅeb rather than ṅturb− ṅcbv to avoid
an algebraic loop between the calculations of Tti and ṅturb.

Tti =
(ṅco− ṅeb)cp,erTer + ṅcbvcp,ambTcbv

(ṅco− ṅeb)cp,er + ṅcbvcp,amb
(6)

ṅco ṅcbv

ṅturb
ṅegr

Exhaust Receiver

Fig. 3. The cylinder by-pass (CBV) flow mixes directly into the tur-
bine flow and not the exhaust receiver.

2.5 EGR Blower
Molar flow through the EGR blower is calculated by as-

suming a relationship between the non-dimensional parame-
ters head coefficient (Ψ) and flow coefficient (Φ).

Φ = a
(

1−
(

Ψ

b

)n) 1
n

(7)

where

Ψ = 2cp,ebTeb ·
Π

γ−1
γ

eb

ω2
ebr2

, Φ =
ṅebRTeb

ωpebπr3 (8)

The temperature in the EGR string is assumed to be constant
due to the EGR cooler (part of the EGR Unit) .

2.6 Valves and Cooler
All valves are modeled as compressible turbulent restric-

tions with variable openings [6].

ṅv =
A(α)pin√

RTin

√√√√√ 2γ

γ−1

( pout

pin

) 2
γ

−
(

pout

pin

) γ+1
γ

 (9)

The cooler is modeled as an incompressible turbulent restric-
tion.

ṅic = Aic

√
pcbv

RTcbv
(pcbv− psr) (10)

Scavenge receiver temperature Tsr is assumed to be constant
due to the effectiveness of the cooler.

2.7 Cylinders
A mean value approach is used for the flow (ṅci) from

the scavenge receiver through the cylinders to the exhaust
receiver. The cylinders are modeled as a compressible tur-
bulent restriction (Eq. 9) but with a fixed opening. The total
flow ṅco from cylinder to exhaust receiver is larger than ṅci
due to the addition of and reaction with fuel. As in [24] we
assume a lean combustion reaction. Here on the form

CHy +
(

1+
y
4

)
O2→CO2 +

y
2

H2O (11)

where the virtual fuel molecule CHy is introduced to simplify
the analysis. The fuel constant y refers to the total ratio of
hydrogen to carbon among the different species in the fuel.
As an example isooctane C8H18 corresponds to a fuel with
y= 18/8= 2.25, and the molar flow of the virtual fuel CH2.25
is 8 times that of C8H18. For every 1 virtual fuel molecule,
1+ y

4 oxygen molecules are converted to 1 carbon-dioxide
and y

2 water molecules. Thus if ṅ f denotes the molar flow of
CHy the total flow from cylinder to exhaust receiver is

ṅco = ṅci +
(
−1− y

4
+1+

y
2

)
ṅ f = ṅci +

y
4

ṅ f (12)

The temperature of flow from cylinders to exhaust receiver is
calculated from a modified limited pressure diesel cycle. A
detailed explanation is found in [24].

2.8 Gas composition
Scavenge gas composition is the essential variable for

the EGR controller and thus also essential to the model.
In [23] and [24] oxygen mass fraction of the scavenge and
exhaust receivers, respectively, were modeled. In the present
paper the molar fraction is used to better relate to the scav-
enge oxygen sensor signal. Also the two oxygen fraction
states are expanded to vectors of gas composition states that
includes fractions of both O2, CO2 and H2O. The remaining
part of the gas is assumed to be N2. As the total amount of
gas is described by the pressure state (along with tempera-
ture and volume) an explicit N2 state would be redundant.
The gas composition vector of the gas in receiver i is defined
as

Xi =

[
ni,O2 ni,CO2 ni,H2O

]T
ni,total

(13)

The gas composition vector of a flow at position j is defined
as

Z j =

[
ṅ j,O2 ṅ j,CO2 ṅ j,H2O

]T
ṅ j,total

(14)

The differential equations for the gas composition in the
scavenge and exhaust receivers, respectively, are

Ẋsr =
ṅcov

nsr
(Zcov−Xsr)+

ṅic

nsr
(Zic−Xsr) (15)



Ẋer =
ṅco

ner
(Zco−Xer) (16)

where nsr and ner are calculated from the pressure states,
temperatures and the ideal gas law. The composition Zic of
the cooler flow equals that of ambient air Xa.

The composition Zco of the flow out of the cylinders is
based on ṅci (with composition Zci = Xsr) and the effect of
the fuel

Zco =
ṅciXsr + ṅ f Γ

ṅco
, Γ =

−1− y
4

1
y
2

 (17)

where Γ is a constant vector that relates to the combustion
reaction.

Assuming that the gas composition of the recirculated
gas does not change in the EGR unit and that the volume be-
tween EGR blower and COV is small enough to be neglected
for the composition dynamics leads to

Zcov = Xer (18)

Using this and equations 12 and 17 we can rewrite equations
15 and 16 as

Ẋsr =
ṅcov

nsr
(Xer−Xsr)+

ṅic

nsr
(Xa−Xsr) (19)

Ẋer =
ṅci

ner
(Xsr−Xer)+

ṅ f

ner

(
Γ− y

4
Xer

)
(20)

It is possible to include sulfur content in the fuel by using
the virtual fuel molecule CHySz instead and extending the
combustion reaction and the composition vectors to include
SO2. Composition changes in the EGR unit (sulfur removal
and humidity changes) can be included by changing the as-
sumption expressed by Equation 18. For clarity reasons these
extensions have not been included here.

2.9 Oxygen sensor
A ZrO2 type sensor measures the molar oxygen fraction

in the scavenge receiver. The pressure, temperature and gas
composition is not ideal for such a sensor so in order to in-
crease accuracy and decrease sensor wear a rather complex
gas extraction system has been designed by MDT. The re-
sulting dynamic properties of this sensor setup is difficult to
model accurately. Good results have been obtained by mod-
eling it as a time delay and a first order filtering effect

τFb · Ȯsr,Fb(t) = Osr(t−∆tFb)−Osr,Fb(t) (21)

where Osr is the actual oxygen fraction, Osr,Fb is the mea-
surement, τFb is the sensor time constant and ∆tFb is the sen-
sor time delay. The values of τFb and ∆tFb are both expected

to lie in the range 10-20 seconds depending on level of clog-
ging in the gas extraction system and pressure conditions in
the receiver.

2.10 MVEM validation
The MVEM is validated in [24] and found to represent

the main system behavior. The changes and additions in the
present paper is regarded as technicalities (e.g. mass/molar)
that does not affect the overall model validity. The extension
of the gas composition model to include CO2, H2O and N2
is difficult to validate as only the O2 fraction is measured.
Therefore the MVEM model is not further validated here.
The reduced version is, however, validated against both the
MVEM and two engines in a later section.

A disadvantage of the MVEM model is that it was pa-
rameterized and validated against data where the engine was
running at the upper half of the load region. The problematic
fast loading transients mainly occur at the lower half. While
the overall model structure is valid at low loads the extrapo-
lation accuracy in some of the flow components is unknown.

2.11 Model structure
The MVEM has 11 states of which 4 are pressures, 1 is

the turbocharger speed and the remaining 6 are gas composi-
tion. The pressure and TC speed states are coupled through
the flow elements as shown in Figure 4. These states af-
fect the gas composition states whereas the gas composition
states only affect the pressures and TC speed through gas
property changes, an effect that is negligible in this regard.
The MVEM can therefore be separated into two cascaded
systems as shown in Figure 4 where the pressure, flow and
TC speed part provides inputs to the gas composition part of
the model.

ωtc

pcbv

per

psr

Xer

Xsr

pcov

Fig. 4. A digraph shows the couplings between states in the MVEM
model. The model can be separated in two cascaded systems as the
gas composition states only affect each other.

3 Control-oriented Model
The COM is a dynamic model of the scavenge oxygen

level that is simpler than the standard MVEM. The MVEM
is used as a starting point, but only the gas composition part



is considered. This section shows how to simplify the model
by removing dynamics that is not essential for the gas com-
position and how to estimate the inputs.

3.1 Model Reduction
Reduction of the gas composition part can be achieved

by removal of non-essential dynamics. A complete state de-
coupling by diagonalization is difficult due to the system
nonlinearity, but a fast mode can be decoupled by triangu-
larization of the system matrix. Simulation of the MVEM
model shows that a few terms can be neglected, allowing us
to rewrite the remainder of the model into a simple form with
first order dynamics.

First the gas composition model is written in the form of
a time-varying state space model

[
Ẋsr
Ẋer

]
=

[
− ṅcov+ṅic

nsr
ṅcov
nsr

ṅci
ner

− ṅci+
y
4 ṅ f

ner

][
Xsr
Xer

]
+

[
ṅic
nsr

Xa
ṅ f
ner

Γ

]
(22)

or equivalently

Ẋ = A(U)X +K(U) (23)

where

U =


ṅcov+ṅic

nsr
ṅcov
nsr

ṅci+
y
4 ṅ f

ner
ṅci
ner

=


U1
U2
U3
U4

 , (24)

A(U) =

[
−U1 U2
U4 −U3

]
, K(U) =

[
(U1−U2)Xa
(U3−U4)

4
y Γ

]
(25)

If U were assumed to be constant, the model in equation 23
could be separated into decoupled states by a state transfor-
mation

X̃ =

[
X̃1
X̃2

]
, X = EX̃ , X̃ = E−1X (26)

where the transformation matrix E is chosen as the gathered
eigenvectors of A. This transformation results in a diagonal
system matrix E−1AE so the system is split into two decou-
pled states. In the present case U is the system input and
cannot be assumed to be constant. The transformed system
matrix becomes E−1(AE − Ė) which is not generally diag-
onal. It is, however, possible to design the transformation
matrix in a way that makes A triangular, thus decoupling part
of the system. Choose

E = E(U) =

[ U2
λ1+U1

U2
λ2+U1

1 1+ψ(t)

]
(27)

where the eigenvalues of A are

λ1 = λ1(U) =−U1 +U3 +
√
(U1−U3)2 +4U2U4

2
(28)

λ2 = λ2(U) =−U1 +U3−
√
(U1−U3)2 +4U2U4

2
(29)

and ψ(t) is an auxiliary state that behaves according to

ψ̇ =−ψ
2(λ2 +U1)−ψ(2λ2 +U3 +U1 +U5)−U5 (30)

U5 is defined by the relative change of U and λ2

U5 =
λ̇2 +U̇1

λ2 +U1
− U̇2

U2
(31)

Now the transformed system can be written on the form

[
˙̃X1
˙̃X2

]
=

[
ã11 0
ã21 ã22

][
X̃1
X̃2

]
+E−1K (32)

where the terms ãii are time-varying. The triangular form of
the system matrix is a salient feature of the model in 32 as the
zero in the ã12 position shows that in the transformed system
model, the state X̃1 is not affected by changes in X̃2.

The reduction now proceeds with the help of the MVEM
model. Wide range simulations where U is varied at realistic
rates show that the auxiliary state ψ remains small enough to
be negligible (Figure 5), considering the form of the equa-
tions where it appears. The difference between ã11 and λ1
is also negligible and both varies in the range [-1;-0.5]. This
corresponds to a mode of the system with a time constant
τ1 = 1

−λ1
varying in the range 1-2 seconds which is faster

than the desired range of the model (Figure 6). To simplify

Fig. 5. The figure shows the magnitude of the terms ψ and ã11−
λ1. Both terms remain close to 0 during a simulation of the MVEM in
a wide range of engine loads and EGR blower speeds with realistic
input rates and they can therefore be neglected in the model.

the model these dynamics are neglected and removed. The



removal is achieved by setting ˙̃X1 = 0 and solving for X̃1 in
Equation 32.

X̃1 =−
(U1−U2)Xa− U2

λ2+U1
(U3−U4)

4
y Γ

U2

(
1

λ1+U1
− 1

λ2+U1

)
λ1

(33)

From the transformation in Equation 26 we can express X̃1
in terms of the original states

X̃1 =
(1+ψ)Xsr− U2

λ2+U1
Xer

U2

(
1+ψ

λ1+U1
− 1

λ2+U1

) (34)

Combining Equations 33 and 34 while neglecting ψ we can
solve for Xer in terms of U and Xsr.

Xer =

(
Xsr +

K1− U2
λ2+U1

K2

λ1

)
λ2 +U1

U2
(35)

Using this result in Equation 22 with the definition of U and

Fig. 6. Time constants τ1 and τ2 of the gas mixing process vary
slightly during simulation over a wide engine load and EGR flow
range.

rewriting leads to

τ2Ẋsr =−Xs +
Xa(ṅci +

y
4 ṅ f )ṅic +Γṅcovṅ f

(ṅcov + ṅic)(ṅci +
y
4 ṅ f )− ṅcovṅci

(36)

where τ2 =
1
−λ2

. Simulations show τ2 to vary in the range 11-
13 seconds, depending on engine load and EGR flow (Figure
6). Equation 36 with a constant τ2 = 12 seconds is a reason-
able model of Xsr. Further simplification can be achieved by
neglecting the filling and emptying dynamics of the scavenge
receiver, by setting

ṅci = ṅcov + ṅic (37)

which leads to

τ2Ẋsr =−Xsr +Xa +

(
Γ−Xa

y
4

)
ṅ f ṅcov(

ṅic +
y
4 ṅ f
)
(ṅic + ṅcov)

(38)

Equation 38 represents the behavour of Xsr with only the
most dominating dynamics included. One fast mode stem-
ming from the coupling of the two receivers is removed as
well as the filling and emptying dynamics of the scavenge
receiver. Steady state output is maintained. The final model
has the form of three parallel first order Hammerstein mod-
els where fuel, EGR and intercooler flows act as inputs. The
only parameters are ambient air composition, ratio of hydro-
gen to carbon atoms in the fuel and a time constant.

3.2 Input approximation
Having developed a simple model of the gas composi-

tion dynamics we now turn to the inputs of this model. The
composition Za of the ambient air flow and the fuel composi-
tion ratio y can be considered as known constant parameters,
whereas the three gas flows ṅ f , ṅcov and ṅic need to be esti-
mated from signals that are available to the controller if the
COM is to be used in an engine control system. The final
setup can be seen in Figure 7.

ṅf

ṅcov

ṅicωtc

psr

COM

Fuel flow 

estimate

EGR flow 

estimate

Cooler flow 

estimate

Δpcov

Δpeb

ωeb

ωc

Y

Xsr

Fig. 7. Overview of the control-oriented model with its input esti-
mates and the signals used.

3.2.1 Fuel Flow
The fuel flow is a control input from the governor and

it can be calculated as proportional to the product of engine
speed ωc and governor index Y with reasonable accuracy.

ṅ f = k f ωcY (39)

The constant of proportionality k f can be found from engine
shop test data where a fuel flow measurement is available.

3.2.2 COV Flow
The cut-out valve is modeled as a compressible turbu-

lent restriction with variable opening in the MVEM. Equa-
tion 9 could theoretically provide a simple way to estimate
the flow. In practice, however, the COV is fully open dur-
ing normal operation and does not provide enough restric-
tion to induce a significant pressure difference. This is ob-
viously a design choice in order to avoid counteracting the
EGR blower. Speaking of which, the EGR blower provides
the preferred alternative for EGR flow estimation (Equations



7 and 8). Output pressure is calculated as scavenge pressure
plus pressure difference over the COV. Input pressure is then
found using the differential pressure over the blower. EGR
flow temperature is assumed constant Tegr = 300 K. The re-
lation between Ψ and Φ is parameterized using data made
available from the blower manufacturer.

3.2.3 Cooler Flow
In the MVEM model the cooler is modeled as an in-

compressible turbulent restriction. Equation 10 should be
adequate for flow estimation. Unfortunately the pressure dif-
ference over the cooler is not a commonly available signal.
Also, the restriction provided by the cooler might be too
small to provide adequate signal to noise ratio of the esti-
mate. As an alternative the cooler flow can be estimated as
the difference between compressor and CBV flows. How-
ever, the MVEM models for these flows require even more
pressure signals as well as temperatures and a compressor
flow map.

As a consequence we resort to a more crude estimation
of the cooler flow inspired by the model used in [15]. Here
it was argued that the compressor operates very close to a
single line on a compressor map with almost constant effi-
ciency. This facilitates modeling of the compressor flow as
a simple function of ωtc or psr only, even during transients.
Such a model was applied to an engine with neither EGR
nor CBV. These additions each add an additional degree of
freedom to the system and might degrade performance of the
simple flow estimate.

The accuracy of this simple model as well as the effect
of introducing EGR and CBV is investigated by simulation
of the MVEM. Figure 8 shows ṅic as a function of ωtc when
keeping the CBV opening constant and varying either the
engine load (43-100%) or the EGR blower speed (within the
relevant range). Figure 8 also shows an estimate on the form
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Fig. 8. Simulation and estimation of cooler flow ṅic with constant
CBV opening and varying engine load (43-100%) and EGR blower
speed.

ṅic = θ ·
(
(1−φ)ωtc +φω

2
tc
)

(40)

where θ and φ are constants. The simulations show that vari-
ation of the EGR flow only slightly degrades the accuracy
of the flow estimate. Problems arise when varying the CBV
opening as seen in Figure 9. Clearly, the cooler flow is not
well described as a function of only ωtc in this case. We do
not pursue to improve the estimation method here but only
state that it works poorly when varying the CBV opening.
Future research might solve this issue, but for now it is not
deemed critical as the CBV is closed in the low engine load
region where rapid load transients occur during maneuver-
ing. The MVEM model is parameterized for the high load
region where the CBV is normally open and therefore the
investigation has been included here.
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Fig. 9. Simulation and estimation of cooler flow ṅic with constant
EGR blower speed opening and varying engine load (43-100%) and
CBV opening (0-100%).

The dominating dynamics for the cooler flow is due to
the turbocharger inertia. This is naturally captured by basing
the flow estimate on ωtc. Figure 10 show a comparison be-
tween MVEM and Equation 40 in a scenario where engine
load and EGR blower speed are changed in steps. The esti-
mate replicates the MVEM well in transients and only seems
to deviate slightly in steady state.
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Fig. 10. Simulation and estimation of cooler flow while changing en-
gine load (43-69-100%) and EGR blower speed in steps.



3.3 Operating region
Equation 38 is valid throughout the load region, as long

as the combustion is lean. Regarding the input approxi-
mation, the fuel flow estimate is valid globally. The pro-
vided EGR blower maps can be extrapolated to the condi-
tions present at low load. The cooler flow estimate is unable
to represent variation of the CBV opening. As the CBV is
always fully closed at low loads, the consequence of this de-
ficiency is limited with regards to EGR controller synthesis
when the aim is to design a controller that is able to deal with
fast loading transients, which mainly occur at low loads. On
the other hand, the cooler flow estimate is subjected to ex-
trapolation into the low load region and possible disturbance
from the auxiliary blowers (not shown) which increase scav-
enge pressure and flow in the low load region. Comparison to
experimental data (Section 4) shows the model to be robust
against this.

4 Validation of control-oriented model
In this section the control-oriented model is validated

by comparing the output to a simulation of the full MVEM
model and measurement data from two engines. In the latter
cases the dynamics of the scavenge oxygen sensor naturally
influence the results. This is compensated by increasing the
time constant in the COM and adding a time delay.

4.1 Comparison of COM and MVEM
The MVEM model allows us to verify the consequences

of the simplifications done to the model. Matlab Simulink
is used for simulation of the MVEM. Dynamic simulation of
pressure in volumes that are small relative to the flows can be
difficult for the solver, but Simulink’s implicit ode15s solver
is able to simulate the MVEM at more than 200x real time
on a standard PC.

Figure 11 shows a comparison of the scavenge oxygen
level simulated by the full MVEM and the COM, respec-
tively. The scenarios are EGR blower speed steps at three
different engine loads. It can be seen that the removal of fast
dynamics in gas mixing and removal of filling and empty-
ing dynamics of the scavenge receiver has almost no conse-
quence for the accuracy. The most significant decrease in
accuracy comes from the simplification of compressor flow
estimation which has an influence on the steady state accu-
racy but does not change the dynamics significantly. Figure
12 shows a similar comparison but this time the blower speed
is kept constant while the engine load is changed in steps (be-
tween 43, 69 and 100%). Here the dynamics differ slightly
due to neglection of scavenge receiver filling and emptying.
This effect is most evident during a load change, where the
scavenge pressure changes. Deviation due to the cooler flow
model is also seen at certain steady state points.

4.2 Comparison of COM and Test Engine
To further validate the control-oriented model it is ap-

plied to data recorded from two engines. The first is the
4T50ME-X test engine situated in the MDT Diesel Research
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Fig. 11. Comparison of Osr simulated by MVEM and COM during
steps of EGR blower speed at engine loads 43, 69 and 100%.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of Osr simulated by MVEM and COM during
steps of engine load (43-69-100-69-43%) at different EGR blower
speeds.

Center in Copenhagen. The oxygen sensor dynamics are in-
corporated by increasing the model time constant and adding
a 10 second time delay. Here the first scenarios are also EGR
blower speed steps at constant load (50, 75 and 100%), see
Figure 13. The COM captures both the dynamics and steady
state well over this wide load range. At 100% load the COM
seems to have a slight lag. This indicates that the sensor de-
lay is shorter than 10 seconds at this load.

Figure 14 shows the COM applied to a number of engine
RPM setpoint ramps in the low load range. Here the auxiliary
blowers are activated but the model is able to replicate the
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Fig. 13. Comparison of Osr measured on test engine and estimated
by COM during steps of EGR blower speed at engine loads 50, 75
and 100%.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of Osr measured on test engine and estimated
by COM during a series of engine RPM setpoint changes.

4.3 Comparison of COM and Vessel Engine
The MVEM and the COM are models of the 4T50ME-X

test engine. In order to validate the generality of the model,
it is also applied to the 6S80ME-C9.2 engine installed on the
container vessel Maersk Cardiff. The most basic parameters
of the vessel engine is provided in Table 2. A similar scenario

as previously is shown in Figure 15 where the EGR blower
speed is varied stepwise in different load ranges. However,
as this is from a vessel the governor does not keep a constant
load and especially at the higher load ranges it is seen to
affect Osr significantly. The COM is able to replicate the Osr
behavior as it takes advantage of the load signal. Again the
sensor delay seems to be slightly smaller than estimated at
80% load.

Table 2. Parameters of vessel engine

Number of cylinders 6 [−]

Bore 0.8 [m]

Stroke 3.45 [m]

Scavenge pressure at MCR 3.0 [bar]

Engine speed at MCR 73.9 [RPM]

Effective power at MCR 23.0 [MW]
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Fig. 15. Comparison of Osr measured on vessel engine and esti-
mated by COM during steps of EGR blower speed at engine loads
40, 60 and 80%.

Figure 16 shows the COM applied to a number of RPM
setpoint steps in the low load range on the vessel engine.
Most of the Osr behavior is replicated but the COM deviates
somewhat from the steady state values of the sensor.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of Osr measured on vessel engine and esti-
mated by COM during a series of engine RPM setpoint changes.

5 Conclusions
This paper presented a mean value molar model of scav-

enge oxygen fraction in large two-stroke crosshead diesel en-
gines with Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR). The purpose
of the model was simulation and design of EGR closed loop
control for steady state as well as transient loading condi-
tions. The paper showed in theory and practice that our sim-
plified nonlinear model captures all essential dynamics that
is needed for EGR control.

The nonlinear control-oriented model of the molar oxy-
gen fraction in the scavenge receiver was developed by
model reduction of the gas composition part of a mean value
model. Model reduction was done by transforming the sys-
tem to disclose non-dominant dynamics and perform model
reduction to leave the steady state response untouched. The
resulting model consisted of three parallel first order Ham-
merstein systems with inputs being fuel flow, EGR flow and
intercooler flow, and it was shown how these quantities were
estimated from commonly available signals.

The performance of the control-oriented model was val-
idated by comparison to the output of a complete MVEM
model, to measurement series from a test engine and to
recordings from a vessel engine in various scenarios. The
model was found to capture the gas mixing dynamics well
and was able to replicate the steady state response convinc-
ingly in the relevant range of operation.

The control-oriented model presented here was em-
ployed for successful observer and controller designs, which
will be published separately.
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A Nomenclature
This appendix specifies the abbreviations, lists the nota-

tion and explains subscripts used in the paper.

Table 3. Abbreviations

CBV Cylinder by-pass valve

COM Control-oriented model

COV Cut-out valve

EGR Exhaust gas recirculation

MDT MAN Diesel & Turbo

MCR Maximum continuous rating

MV EM Mean-value engine model

NECA NOx Emission control area

SFOC Specific fuel oil consumption

SCR Selective catalytic reduction

TC Turbocharger

V GT Variable geometry turbine

Table 4. Subscripts

a ambient air f fuel

c crankshaft Fb feedback

cbv cylinder by-pass valve ic intercooler

ci cylinder inlet sr scavenge receiver

co cylinder outlet turb turbine

comp compressor ti turbine inlet

cov cut-out valve tc turbocharger

eb EGR blower v valve

er exhaust receiver

Table 5. List of symbols

ã Abbreviated matrix element [−]

A Area or system matrix [−]

cp Specific heat for constant pressure [J/(mole ·K)]

J Moment of inertia [kg ·m2]

k Constant [−]

K Constant vector [−]

n Amount of moles [moles]

ṅ Molar flow [moles/s]

p Pressure [Pa]

P Power [W]

R Universal Gas Constant [J/(mole ·K)]

T Temperature [K]

U Input vector [−]

V Volume [m3]

X Molar gas fraction vector [−]

y Ratio of H to C atoms in fuel [−]

Y Fuel index [%]

Z Molar gas fraction vector [−]

α Valve opening angle [%]

γ Ratio of specific heats [−]

Γ Combustion reaction constant [−]

∆p Pressure difference [Pa]

∆t Time delay [s]

θ Constant [moles/rad]

λ Eigenvalue of A [1/s]

Π Pressure ratio [−]

τ Oxygen mixing time constant [s]

φ Constant [−]

Φ Flow coefficient [−]

ψ Auxiliary state [−]

Ψ Head coefficient [−]

ω Rotational speed [rad/s]


